Thymosin-β4, and Human Vitronectin peptides Grafted to Collagen Tune Adhesion or VEGF Gene Expression in Human Cell Lines
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In order to improve collagen bioactivity for regenerative medicine approaches, thymosin-β4 (Tβ4P) and Human Vitronectin (HVP) derived peptides are grafted to collagen by thiolene Michael addition. Tβ4P and HVP are known to exert a proangiogenic and a pro-adhesive activity respectively and HVP is involved in osteogenesis promotion. The ability of these peptides to increase collagen cell adhesion and angiogenesis properties is assessed on human cell lines. In particular, HVP-grafted collagen increased human osteoblast adhesion and cell proliferation: after 24 h, both adhesion and proliferation roughly showed a 4-fold increase, if compared to pristine collagen. Tβ4P-grafted collagen promotes Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) gene expression in human vascular cell lines by more than 7 times. These results suggest that HVP-grafted collagen may be an interesting biomaterial for bone tissue regeneration, while Tβ4P-grafted collagen is useful for angiogenesis promotion.

Introduction

Collagen, the most copious protein found in mammals constituting the main structural protein of the extracellular matrix (ECM),[1] is finding wide application in several regenerative medicine strategies[2–4] either used individually or in combination with other materials of natural or synthetic origin.[3] The use of collagen-based biomaterials in tissue engineering approaches has been gaining significant interest over the last two decades due to its biocompatibility, biodegradability, availability, and versatility in scaffolds manufacturing (hydrogels, fibers, films).[6,7] In general, to promote tissue regeneration, an instructive microenvironment able to drive cell behavior and scaffold biodegradability are key issues: while the bioactive microenvironment stimulates cell proliferation and differentiation towards tissue regeneration, the biomaterial used as the scaffold slowly degrades leaving room to the newly formed tissue. A possible approach to material bioactivation is the integration of growth factors,[8,9] short signaling peptides,[10–12] or carbohydrate signalling cues.[13–15]

More specifically, cell-material interactions promoting adhesion are fundamental for scaffold colonization; in addition regeneration relies on angiogenesis and tissue vascolarization that is essential for the delivery of oxygen and nutrients throughout the engineered constructs. Collagen shows intrinsic adhesive properties due to the presence of several adhesive sequences in its primary structure; however, the modulation of adhesiveness strength and specificity of collagen scaffolds through the grafting of adhesive peptides may improve both cell adhesion and migration, favouring the tissue regenerative process.[16] On the other hand, collagen on its own lacks proangiogenic properties.[17] Thus, the covalent grafting of angiogenic and adhesive bioactive molecules to collagen matrices was envisaged as an interesting strategy to improve collagen bioactivity for tissue regeneration approaches.

Thymosin-β4 peptide (Tβ4P)[18] and Human Vitronectin Peptide (HVP)[19,20] are suitable peptides towards this aim. In fact, Tβ4P[18] and HVP[19,20] exert respectively a pro-angiogenic and a pro-adhesive activity through interaction with specific actin binding sites, promoting Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) and filopodia expression resulting in attachment and spreading of endothelial cells or osteoblasts. In particular, VEGF induces cell proliferation, cell migration, and inhibits apoptosis.[21] The effect of HVP in h-osteoblast survival and proliferation has been extensively investigated.[19,22, 23] As reported, HVP peptide promotes cell adhesion during the first...
step of cell seeding and selects osteoblasts for attachment through proteoglycan-mediated interactions.

Several examples of collagen bioactivation do exists with several biomolecules, such as signalling carbohydrates, growth factors, and short bioactive peptides, however this work proposes for the first time collagen covalent functionalization with the angiogenic peptide Tβ4P and the pro-adhesive peptide HVP.

**Results and discussion**

In order to covalently graft the peptide sequences to collagen coatings, thiol-Michael addition click chemistry was considered a suitable tool to reach the goal. (Scheme 1).

The thiol-maleimide reaction is particularly attractive due to its efficiency in aqueous environments, its rapid kinetic, and the stability of the thiol-maleimide conjugation product. Thus, the selected peptides were synthesised with a C-terminal cysteine residue in order to introduce the donor functionality, while collagen was derivatized with a maleimido group taking advantage of lysine side chains. Solid Phase Peptide Synthesis (SPPS) afforded the peptides Tβ4P-Cys and HVP-Cys (64 % and 72 % respectively) which were opportually purified by reverse-phase chromatography before conjugation. On the other hand, collagen lysine amino groups were converted into maleimido groups, as the Michael acceptors, reacting collagen coatings with maleic anhydride (Collagen-M, Scheme 1). The peptides were finally coupled by Michael addition to collagen-M coatings affording Tβ4P-Collagen and HVP-Collagen.

The effectiveness of the collagen functionalization by maleic anhydride and the subsequent Michael addition was assessed by FTIR. The ATR-FTIR absorption spectra of the different collagen coating samples display the typical spectral features of polypeptides and are characterized by the Amide I and Amide II bands (Figure 1). A new absorption peak around 868 cm⁻¹ appears after the maleimido functionalization of pristine collagen (Figure 1A), as can be better appreciated in the second derivative spectra (Figure 1B and 1D), whose minima correspond to absorption maxima. This peak can be assigned to the =C–H bending vibration of the maleimide group. The Michael addition reactions for the two peptides were therefore followed by the depletion of the substrate’s absorption peak around 868 cm⁻¹. The decrease of this band in Tβ4P-Collagen and HVP-Collagen samples (Figure 1B and 1D) can be ascribed to the addition reaction between the peptide –SH and maleimido –C=– group in the thiol-Michael reactions (Figure 1B and 1D). In comparison with the pristine collagen, the HVP-Collagen sample displays an intensity increase around 1514 cm⁻¹ (Figure 1C, 1E), in the typical spectral region of tyrosine absorption. Since collagen lacks tyrosines (less than 0.75 %) and since HVP contains one tyrosine out of 8 amino

![Scheme 1. Peptides grafting strategy to collagen coatings.](image-url)
Besides cell adhesion, HVP-Collagen supports cell proliferation that was investigated by loading the cells with the carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester (CFSE). CFSE is a fluorescent, cell permeable dye that covalently couples to intracellular lysine residues and other amine sources via its succinimidyl group. Due to this covalent coupling reaction, CFSE is retained within cells for long periods and partitioned equally among daughter cells. As shown in Figure 2B, following 24 h in culture CFSE-related fluorescence was reported in 86.71 ± 1.5% of h-osteoblasts cultured on HVP-Collagen, whereas only 22.09 ± 1.2% of CFSE-positive cells in pristine collagen culture was detected.

To investigate the pro-angiogenic activity, Tβ4P-Collagen was seeded with Human Dermal Lymphatic Endothelial Cells (HDLEC) purchased from ScienCell and cultured in Endothelial Cell Medium. Following 48 h in culture, specific mRNA transcript levels coding Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) were quantified. As reported in Figure 3A, specific mRNA VEGF levels increased in cells cultured on pristine collagen (data are reported as folds over cells cultured on plastic support), whereas Tβ4P-Collagen increased expression of VEGF gene by more than 7 times.

Tβ4P-Collagen was not endowed with proliferative capabilities towards HDLEC cells (Figure 3B), whereas HVP-Collagen did not increase VEGF mRNA transcript levels in h-osteoblasts (data not shown), leading to the hypothesis that different collagen functionalization is able to drive specific bioactivities.

These results demonstrate that it is possible to improve collagen-based matrices with specific peptides able to select the cells more suitable for biomaterial colonization, thus speeding up the integration process of collagen-coated implants. As the functionalization process described in the present work is easily scalable, the combined use of HVP and Tβ4P peptides for the collagen matrices functionalization can be exploited to promote simultaneously the pro-angiogenic and the osteogenic activities that are mandatory during the bone healing process.

### Conclusions

Despite the chemical nature of collagen, being a polypeptide itself, its conjugation to short bioactive peptide such as Thymosin β-4 peptide (Tβ4P) or Human Vitronectin Peptide (HVP) resulted in a clear improvement of collagen bioactivity, behaving as a matrix able to drive cell response, useful for regenerative medicine applications. In particular, HVP-Collagen showed increased human osteoblast cells adhesion than pristine collagen, while Tβ4P-Collagen promoted the expression of VEGF gene in human vascular cell lines. This observation is particularly interesting in light of bone tissue engineering since vascularization is mandatory in bone regeneration. Results suggest further studies on collagen bioactivation by grafting both peptides and evaluating if adhesion, proliferation and angiogenesis gene expression are promoted at the same time. In addition, more studies about peptide concentrations, their topological localization on the matrix surfaces, enzymatic

---

**Figure 1.** ATR-FTIR characterization of collagen coating samples. A) ATR-FTIR absorption spectra. B, C) Second derivatives of the ATR-FTIR absorption spectra reported in the 900–800 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1600–1500 cm\(^{-1}\) region. D, E) Intensities of the ~868 cm\(^{-1}\) and ~1514 cm\(^{-1}\) peaks taken from the inverted second derivative spectra. PC, Pristine Collagen; C–M, Collagen-Maleimido; C–HVP, HVP-Collagen; C–Tβ4P, Tβ4P-Collagen.

Collagen grafted with Tβ4P-Cys and HVP-Cys (namely Tβ4P-Collagen and HVP-Collagen) were assessed for their ability to promote angiogenesis and cell adhesion respectively, if compared to pristine collagen.

The improved adhesiveness of HVP-functionalized collagen was assayed using primary human (h) osteoblast cells from cortical mandible bone. The adhesion of h-osteoblasts was assessed by the 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) colorimetric assay that interrogates the cell metabolic activity. Indeed, the tetrazolium dye MTT (yellow) is reduced by the NAD(P)H-dependent cellular oxidoreductase enzymes to generate the insoluble formazan salt (purple color) which presence is directly proportional to the number of viable cells adhering to the matrices. As reported in Figure 2A, adhesion of h-osteoblast was significantly greater in HVP-Collagen than pristine collagen. Indeed, the increased cell adhesion was evident after 2 h in culture and peaked 24 h later.

Collagen and HVP-Collagen; ASS–C, ASS–HVP, ASS–Tβ4P-Collagen.
Degradation by cellular enzymes, need to be taken into account in future studies.
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Detailed Experimental Section including detailed protocols, physico-chemical and biological characterization.
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